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Nsikan St Martin
Nerissa Montgomery
Re: Application for New Louisiana Controlled Dangerous Substance (CDS) License for Practitioners
Friday, June 15, 2018 12:10:16 PM

Good Morning,
I recently started providing services at Practices you listed in the email below. So, I
would like to proceed with processing the other 2 additional CDS licenses.
Thanks,
Nsikan St.Martin MD
Sent from my iPad
On Jun 14, 2018, at 1:12 PM, Nerissa Montgomery
<nmontgomery@pharmacy.la.gov> wrote:
Dr. St. Martin,
The Louisiana Board of Pharmacy has received two Applications for New Louisiana
Controlled Dangerous Substance Licenses and fees on June 8, 2018. When processing
your applications we noticed that you already have an active CDS license, CDS.042294MD, with our office with a physical practice address of 1125 Marguerite St., Morgan
City, LA 70380-1855. Before moving forward with issuing two additional licenses we
would like to verify that you need three CDS licenses: one license for 1125 Marguerite
St., Morgan City, LA 70380-1855, one license for 756 Colonial Drive, Baton Rouge, LA
70806, and another license for 2701 General Pershing St., New Orleans, LA 70115. To
assure you do need the additional CDS licenses, we are offering the following
information for your review .
Practitioners
2. For the purpose of prescribing controlled substances, a Louisiana CDS license
issued to a practitioner shall be valid in any location in Louisiana; however, the
procurement and possession of
    controlled substances shall require a separate CDS license for each such location
where controlled substances are possessed.
3. A prescribing practitioner desiring to procure and possess controlled substances
at only one location need only obtain a single CDS license.
An example of procurement of CDS would be when the practitioner orders Controlled
Dangerous Substances with their personal DEA from the manufacturer for use at the
specified address. An example of possession of CDS would be when the practitioner is
personally in charge of the storage, maintenance, and record keeping of the Controlled
Dangerous Substances at the specified location.

If you intend to possess/procure CDS at all three locations, we will be happy to comply
with your request and continue the process of issuing the additional licenses. If you
are possessing at only one location we will update the address on your current CDS
license to reflect the physical address that you will possess at. With the one CDS
license you will be able to possess at the physical location and prescribe anywhere in
the state (contingent upon the privileges of your Louisiana State Board of Medical
Examiner’s license, of course.)
Please let me know how you would like to proceed by responding to this
correspondence. Feel free to contact us with any CDS licensing questions.
For the Board,
Nerissa Montgomery
Licensing Analyst
Louisiana Board of Pharmacy
3388 Brentwood Drive
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
nmontgomery@pharmacy.la.gov
www.pharmacy.la.gov

